Ga ( when a is an integer. Single and double precision FORTRAN subroutines have now been written to evaluate Ga(x) and IIa(x) for all real values of the parameters equal to, or greater than zero [3] , [4] .
The purpose of this paper is to give brief details of these subroutines and to show how they can be used for evaluating the probabilities from two distributions of importance in Operations Research: namely, the generalized Poisson [5] , [6] , and the Morse-Jewell distribution [7] , [8] , which are respectively the synchronous and asynchronous counting distributions for an Erlang process, [9] .
2. Calculating the Poisson Term Ha(x). In the double-precision subroutine, 77"(a;) is calculated logarithmically by the formula log770(a:) = -x + a log x -log T(a + 1) Bi B¡ (4) Series* =^-3-^+.., comes from the extended form of Stirling's approximation [10] in which Bi, B2, are the Bernoulli numbers £, jV> UP through B7 = ^. For a < 8, 77a(a;) is calculated from
where w = (8 + 6) with 0 = a -[a] = the fractional part of a, when a is not an integer.
In the single-precision subroutine, the generalization to non-integral values of a, (a ^ 40) is accomplished by means of the expression (6) Ha(x) = =£¿ñ IT x/(a -n) 12 where r(l + 6) is evaluated by using one of Hastings' polynomial approximations
[11]. 
is obtained by the method of Severo and Zelen [17] which uses ß3 and /*4 through 0(b~3) in the Gram-Charlier and Taylor series expansions to obtain a small further correction to Zi. Figure 1 shows the error curve for this approximation when a =
30000.
An estimate of the maximum error from equation (12) can be gained by inserting the true value for the median Ai) Methods B and C are both capable of giving correct results in the region x > a > At, (z > Ai). Ai depends on their relative efficiency in this region and was set equal to 200 in both the single and double-precision subroutines. A2) is determined by the point at which the terminating series for integer values of a, method B, requires, on average, more terms than the non-terminating convergent series A for values of x < a. In the single-precision subroutine (working to 6 significant figures) it was set at A2 = 20; in the double-precision subroutine (working to 10 significant figures) at A2 = 75. A%) When x is much smaller than a, there exists the possibility that method B will arrive at an overflow condition before it terminates at the ath term. This will happen on the IBM-7090 when Sa-i = (a -l)!/^-1 is allowed to exceed 1038'6. Overflow in this situation is adequately guarded against by substituting method A for method B whenever x is less than a(a -l)/A3, A3 = 500, a ^ A2. At) When a is a small non-integer, the asymptotic series of method B may begin to diverge prematurely. To prevent this, Ai is set at 13 in the single-precision subroutine, and in the double-precision at A4 -23.
.46) and Ae) determine the region for the Gaussian approximation. The number of terms required for the most applicable of methods A, B, and C decreases with increasing \z\, but increases with a. To obtain 6-place accuracy Ac should exceed 300, and for 9-place accuracy it should be greater than about 30000. Ab was set equal to 5.5 to prevent floating-point overflow in the convergent (double-precision) expansion for Erf(z). as a function of a. Method B was then used in place of method C whenever z < A-j, x > a, a g A6.
5
. Probabilities for an Erlang Process. The probabilities of exactly n events from a generalized Poisson distribution [6] , [19] are given by (16) Pn(k,x) = Gnk+k -Gnk and for the Morse-Jewell distribution by [9] 17)
where A"2 is the second-order central difference operator with respect to the index n, and Ga -Ga(x) and 770 = Ga+i ~ Ga.
A FORTRAN subroutine, QPROB, for evaluating Q = Qn(k, X) is given in Figure 3 . 7)2 produces the second-order differences as U goes from 1 to -1. For details of GAM A see reference [3] . In the limit when k and x go to infinity as a fixed ratio The first line of each entry gives minus the logio of the Max. (over all n) of ] Qn -lim Qn |-For a given k, the differences | Qn -lim Qn | are least for x/k near an odd half-integer or zero. The second line gives -logio Maxn | PnlimP" |. Points where the differences exceed .05 are marked with asterisks (*), points where they are smaller than 10~8 are marked with dashes (-).
where z is obtained in terms of a and x from equation (12). Actually, in the extreme limit, the synchronous Erlang counting probabilities become for 0 è Í | -n J < 1 (20) Pn = , elsewhere since identical gaps of length k/x are then being counted. 
